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Overlooked Issues - Part 13 
Classic to Modern Mexican 

 

 
 

Medallion and Large Numerals on mixed issue cover. 
 

Now that I have covered the major portion of the Classic issues that used the district overprint system, it is now 
time to move on to what I will refer to as the Post Classic issues from 1884 through 1910. These are not truly 
modern nor are they what Mexico collector refer to as Classic. The dividing point is in most respects due to the 
government dropping the need for a district overprint. Actually some of these Medallion stamps did receive district 
overprints, but they were not required and done mostly by postmaster not follow the current official rules. So, today 
I will talk about these Hidalgo Medallion Issues, printed in two  basic groups. The first stamps issued on January 1, 
1884 were predominately Green in various shades from the one centavos to the fifty centavos denominations. The 
Peso Values were done in blue in the one peso to the ten peso denominations. The Second Issue was done in 
multiple colors that satisfied the Universal Postal Union’s requirement of these colors on all international letters and 
packages. This second issue consisted of nine denominations of only the one centavos through the twenty-five 
centavos stamps. The release of the second issue stamps was in done in 1885. 

 

 
 

Green and Blue example of the first Medallion Issue. 

 
For most collectors, getting just one example of each of these stamps seems to be the normal approach for 
collecting these issues. Unfortunately for most of these collectors, they are missing out on the enjoyment and the 
diversity of these stamps. With the first issues printed on plates of 150 stamps in a 15 x 10 configurations and the 
larger sized stamps, approximately 12mm x 28mm, plus the added wide margins these plates were very large and 
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few of them have survived intact. Multiples of used stamps are generally scarce for anything found in size over a pair, 
unless they come from covers or fronts. Although, all these green stamps of the issue seem to be of the same color, a 
number of shades can be found from yellow greens to bluish greens. The color Blackish Green is considered a 
premium color that will bring a higher price with collectors. The truth is, a collector could spend a lot of time and 
effort to just make a collection of the various shades found on these stamps. 
 

 
 

Colors from the Second Medallion Issues 
 
Although the 50 centavos, the One and Two Peso issues were rarely used, they are easily found in mint condition at 
very small prices. Most of the much more supposedly valuable used examples are just canceled to order example 
with generic cancels.  Early stamp dealers would do this to fill the collectors request for these stamps in used 
condition. On the other hand, the five and ten peso stamps are considered very valuable in both mint or used. The 
Five and the ten Peso Medallion issues are also found in a Greenish Blue color with the CORREOSEUM 
watermark that were issued in 1892 as a part of the Large Numeral issues. 
 
This fist issue is found on both a hard wove paper and a porous wove paper with a distinct horizontal grain. 
Perforations on most of these stamps are 12, but some of these issues from the 1 centavos to the 25 centavos can be 
found with perforation 11. The second issue has similar paper to the fist with a wove type paper, and perforations 
of 12 on most of these stamps with a few of the 10 centavos issues having perforations of 11. Imperforated example 
are also found on most of the first issues, but only found on the 3 and 10 centavos issue of the second issues. The 
most outstanding difference in the first and second issue is the difference in the colors. For the specialist there are a 
number of varieties from plate numbers to printing varieties. Some of the other varieties may be imperforated 
between examples and splits. 
 

 
 

Medallion type Official in Olive Brown. 
 

Another series of early Mexican stamps that are also tied into these issues are the first colorful and non-
denominational Official stamps of 1884-94 that have the same familiar Hidalgo portrait on them These stamps can 

make a beautiful addition to a Medallion issues speciality. 
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Cuatro Centavos Medallion Postal Letter Card 

 
With any of the stamps of Mexico, the collecting of covers and interesting postal history items can add real depth 
to this collecting effort. This issue is also somewhat special, since it has the first stamp images of Mexico to be 
printed on postal stationery. There were images of these Medallion issues on Postal Cards, letter card, envelops and 
even wrappers. Many of these are inexpensive but are beautifully done, adding a real interest to any Medallion 
collection. 
 
Fakes are not a big problem with most of these issues, but cut squares are know to have fake perforations or sold as 
proof of these issues. The blue error color one centavos has been faked by changing the normal green color 
chemically to look like the rare color error. 

 

 
 

Un Centavos Wrapper. 
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A specialty collection of these Medallion Issues along with the numerous varieties  can make a wonderful specially 
that can both increase the collectors interested in Mexican stamps along with providing many years of satisfaction 
working and studying this interesting series. For more information on this issue Nicholas Follansbee has good 
detail of varieties and price in his catalogue. Many articles have been written in Mexicana, MEPSI’s quarterly 
journal about these stamps and covers. 


